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About This Game
In the aftermath of a split second of destruction that fractures time itself, two people find they have changed and gained
extraordinary abilities. One of them travels through time and becomes hell-bent on controlling this power. The other uses these
new abilities to attempt to defeat him – and fix time before it tears itself irreparably apart. Both face overwhelming odds and
make dramatic choices that will determine the shape of the future. Quantum Break is a unique experience; one part hard-hitting
video game, one part thrilling live action show, featuring a stellar cast, including Shawn Ashmore as the hero Jack Joyce, Aidan
Gillen as his nemesis Paul Serene and Dominic Monaghan as Jack’s genius brother William. Quantum Break is full of the vivid
storytelling, rich characters and dramatic twists Remedy Entertainment are renowned for. Your choices in-game will affect the
outcome of this fast-paced fusion between game and show giving the player a completely unique entertainment experience.
FEATURES:
• In-depth, fast-paced narrative experience crafted by Remedy Entertainment
• Top quality live action show that is directly impacted by choices made in-game
• Stellar cast of actors
• One story told many ways
• Time-amplified action gameplay
• Navigate epic scenes of destruction as they skip and rewind in broken time
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Title: Quantum Break
Genre: Action
Developer:
Remedy Entertainment
Publisher:
Microsoft Studios
Release Date: 29 Sep, 2016
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7 - 64 bit
Processor: Intel Core i5-4460, 2.70GHz or AMD FX-6300
Memory: 8 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 760 or AMD Radeon R7 260x
DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 68 GB available space

English,French,German,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Traditional Chinese,Italian
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It's okay. I really wanted to like this game, and got sucked in by some of the hype: it has so many good things going for it, and it
really shows what games can be as an artform - but gameplay is just so bland. Running and gunning bullet sponge enemies. Not
really all that engaging. Terrible ai, mediocre platforming, and puzzles that really seem like a missed opportunity.
Lots of cinematics, awesome effects, live action videos, a great cast, and an interesting sci-fi story - would have been better as a
movie.
Running the game is also pretty demanding - you probably need a 970 or 980+ to run this game smoothly.
This is a game for people who don't care about bad gameplay and just want a story. Didn't want to finish it, and regret the
purchase.. Max Points 1 - 10
Story: 9
Grafic: 9
Gemeplay: 7
Movie-ready story for cinema. Famous actors in game. Simple gameplay.. Great game, story, graphics, I loved that.. This is just
a rip-off of previous innovations introduced by similar games, the movie parts are more interesting than the lame shooting
sequences. There's nothing new nor engaging about this game. Not sure why it has got such a high rating on Steam when
everywhere else it's average...
. This game is simply amazing! I can't believe some reviews rated it so poorly. The game itself it's just gun shooting with some
time bending powers, but in my opinion it doesn't need anything more than that. It's a story driven game and it achieves superbly
in telling the story.
You get a short episodic TV-show and a game with some minor choices, all mixed together. I can't wait for the sequel, if it ever
gets one. (Microsoft doesn't seem to be interested in that and without their consent, there will be no game)
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So, it's been a long time since I wrote a review and when I finished Quantum Break I felt that I needed to leave some words
about this great game.
I read some reviews and everyone's talking about the gunplay and story but nobody is talking about how awesome this game runs
on low-end pc, it really surprised me because I have a humble GTX570 and I managed to run it on 1080p, some things on high
and 30fps cap. Besides the game is really beautiful, I'm impressed about the good work Remedy Studios put on this game,
technically speaking.
About the game itself, it's fun but there's no challenge, I played it on hard and I found it very easy. Gunplay is like GTA and
time powers really helps you A LOT, you can even know where your enemies are. Overall it was fun.

. weak platforming and shallow, repetitive gunplay mar a mediocre time travel conspiracy story. You know what, I am having a
hard time to finish this game. No option for motion blur disable, I am having a motion sickness.
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